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Abstract. Nowadays, games usually provide a lot of options for players. Players
can choose the way that they like to play games. However, some dominant strate-
gies in games may break the game balance. The dominant strategy may become
the only option for players even though there are other options. In addition, some
choices in games may not be suitable for different levels of players. Finally, it
decreases the gameplay and wastes other game assets. Keeping the game balance
between different options can be a method to avoid the dominant strategy. This
research analyzes the problem of game strategy balance through relevant theories,
and tries to find some methods to solve this problem.
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1 Introduction

Hobson’s choice means a situation in which it seems that the player can choose between
different things or actions, but there is really only one thing that the player can take or
do. Nowadays, games are becoming more and more free and personalized. For example,
Hearthstone from Blizzard entertainment allows players to collect 30 cards from thou-
sands of different cards on their desks. Many first-person shooter games provide many
different weapons. However, some imbalance may cause Hobson’s choice in the game.
Players are forced to choose only one way to play the game. A study shows that players
will exclude other strategies that are bad for themselves and only choose the strategy
that is most good for themselves [1]. Many game assets become useless, and players will
lose interest in the game. If players only focus on a few choices that can bring winnings,
the game will become uninteresting [2]. There are some elements that can be modified
to make the game more balanced. Also, artificial intelligence can help to test the game
to ensure its balance.

Adjusting the variables of game assets can help the game become more balanced.
Players’ strategies will be determined by these basic game variables. A simple variable
change can cause a lot of changes in strategies. Furthermore, every unit in games can
have both advantages and disadvantages. Units can restrain each other, so players can
havemany different strategies. Some combinations consisting of different balanced units
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can also cause imbalance. In addition, a game can have different levels of players, so
keeping the game at medium difficulty can make players more choices.

Therefore, this paper analyzes the game design through the method of qualitative
analysis. Great game balance can keep different players from having a great playing
experience and ensure that most of the game resources can generate its values. It can
help designers avoid wasting costs on making useless game assets.

2 Adjustment of Variables and Dominant Strategies

2.1 Macro Perspective: Adjust Variables and Dominant Strategy in Symmetrical
Games

A game will have a system that consists of many variables, such as the number of
resources a player can have or the area of the game. From a macro perspective, a
basic game setting like the maps or levels of a game can affect players’ strategies in
many aspects. In other words, players will have different reactions to different game
initializations.

The symmetrical game means that every player will be provided with the same
starting conditions and have the same ways to gain resources and information [2]. For
example, flight chess requires every player to complete 4 routes. One route includes 56
steps. Players need to roll a dice to 5 or 6 to take off a plane and move their planes by
rolling the numbers on the dice. Players usually take off a plane if they get 5 or 6 on the
dice if they have other planes at the airport, and move different planes together. Rather
than start another route after finishing the first route. Afterward, assuming the flight chess
only requires two routes and each route includes 9 steps. The average number of each
time roll dice is x, the probability of each number is 1/6, and the dice have 6 numbers
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). So x = 1/6 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6) = 3.5. 9 steps need a player to roll
9/3.5 ≈ 2.6 times. Also, it is much easier to send other planes back to their airport. So
the strategy becomes complete one route as soon as possible and start another plane.

Furthermore, some initial game settings not only can change players’ strategies but
also can have a dominant strategy. Sometimes every player has the same options, but it
can still be imbalanced. Players know that they will lose the game from the beginning
[3]. To be specific, even all the items like weapons or abilities of players’ agents within
games are the same for every player. The basic game setting or mechanism causes the
“lock on victory”. For example, Crawford mentioned that there is a “lock on victory” in
the game MazeWar. MazeWar is a competitive multiplayer game. Players can walk in a
big maze and shoot others. The dominant strategy is that players can walk into a blind
alley and aim at the only entrance, then shoot others. It is legitimate in the game system,
but every player knows that it is an unfair mechanism [4]. The classic game Tic-Tac-Toe
also has dominating strategies [5]. The first step is a huge advantage in Tic-Tac-Toe.
Players who go first always win or draw.

There are somemethods mentioned by Tracy Fullerton. Changing some gamemech-
anisms or Adjusting the game variables can help to solve this problem [2]. To be specific,
designers can provide some advantages to help players who are in aweak position. So the
gap between players in different positions can become smaller. For example, Monopoly
requires players to move their agents by rolling dice. The randomness makes the first
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player’s advantage become smaller [2]. Also, Hearthstone from Blizzard entertainment
[6] will provide a “the coin” to the player who goes second and the player can have one
turn to have more costs than the first player.

On the other hand, changing the games’ variables can make the gap of imbalance
become smaller. For example, the game connects Four has a map of 6 * 7 = 42 grids,
which is bigger than the map of Tic-Tac-Toe: 3 * 3 = 9 grids. More grids mean players
can have more choices and chances to take strategies [2]. The game becomes longer than
Tic-Tac-Toe. The advantage of the first step becomes less important.

2.2 Micro Perspective: Adjust Units’ Variables and Dominant Strategy
in Asymmetrical Games

From a micro perspective, different game units in Asymmetrical games can bring more
strategies and improve the gameplay. Different units mean that games will provide dif-
ferent resources, abilities, and even goals and rules. That is asymmetrical games [2]. The
balance in asymmetrical games is also really important. For example, in a first-person
shooter game, players can choose 20weapons. However, there is one extremely powerful
weapon. The game has many choices, but there is only one choice for players to win the
game. That is also a dominant strategy [7]. Units should both have their advantages and
disadvantages, so each different in unit of Asymmetrical games can restrain each other.
That is the core of gameplay [8].

2.2.1 Rock-Paper-Scissors. Take Rock-Paper-Scissors as an Example

This game is well-balanced, each choices have their own advantages and disadvantages.
The win rate for every choices are the same: 1/3 (as Table 1 shows).

However, if there is a hammer that can beat rock but be countered by scissors and
paper. The game become imbalanced. The Win rate becomes imbalanced and the rock
is too weak (Table 2, Fig. 1).

Another picture shows that rock and hammer be countered by two units, but scissors
and paper only be countered by one unit. In order to keep the these 4 units become
balanced, racket be added in to this game (Table 3, Fig. 2).

When every unit is countered by the other two units, these win rates show the same.
Furthermore, the risk and reward is the same. So a relationship of units countering each
other can help game balance.

Table 1. The win rate for every choice

A B

Rock Scissors Paper

Rock 0.0 1.-1 −1.1

Scissors −1.1 0.0 1.-1

Paper 1.-1 −1.1 0.0
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Table 2. The win rate in Scenario 2

A B

Rock Scissors Paper Hammer

Rock 0.0 1.-1 −1.1 −2.2

Scissors −1.1 0.0 1.-1 2.-2

Paper 1.-1 −1.1 0.0 2.-2

Hammer 2.-2 −2.2 −2.2 0.0

Win rate 1/4 1/2 1/2 1/4

Fig. 1. Relationship between rock, paper, scissors and hammer

Table 3. The win rate in Scenario 3

A B

Rock Scissors Paper Hammer racket

Rock 0.0 1.-1 −1.1 −2.2 2.-2

Scissors −1.1 0.0 1.-1 2.-2 −2.2

Paper 1.-1 −1.1 0.0 2.-2 −2.2

Hammer 2.-2 −2.2 −2.2 0.0 2.-2

racket −2.2 2.-2 2.-2 −2.2 0.0

Win rate 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5

However, games now have units with many different properties. Designers can trans-
late many different properties into a standard value and use this standard value to balance
the game units. A study balances different game units with many properties by cost per-
formance. In other words, balance is that this unit worth it’s price, which means that the
rate between the damage that these units can cause and their price should be a stable
range. Furthermore, in a RTS (Real Time Strategy Game) game, the core is units’ health
exchange. So units’ health can be a standard value. Attack can be other unit’s health
losing. Defence can be extra health. So these values can all be valued as health [9].
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Fig. 2. Relationship between rock, paper, scissors, hammer and racket

Fig. 3. Pick rate and win rate for nine different roles in Hearthstone

Furthermore, the combination of units can also make the game out of control, even
if every unit is balanced. In other words, players may find some unexpected combo that
has a really powerful effect. For example, data from Chinese official Hearthstone shows
that Warlock had an extremely high win rate and usage rate in August, 2021 due to the
powerful warlock desk [10]. In order to balance this complex system, some groups show
that artificial intelligence can help to balance the game (Fig. 3).

3 Artificial Intelligence in Adjust Game Balance

Artificial intelligence can help designers balance the game both from the micro perspec-
tive and the macro perspective. To be specific, the testing game is a really important
step to balance the game. However, it is hard to find real players to test games, again
and again, during the testing period. On the other hand, artificial intelligence can test
games hundreds, thousands of times, and even more. A study shows that artificial intel-
ligence can help designers to balance hearthstone to some degree. They make the game
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well-balanced and almost every desk has a 0.50 win rate. However, artificial intelligence
changes toomany variables in the game and it is hard for players and designers to play. So
they use a multi-objective algorithm called NSGA2 to solve this question. The NSGA2
can not only balance the game but also minimize the change of variables [11].

On the other hand, another study shows how to balance multi-player shooter games
through deep learning. They generate different levels through deep learning and artificial
intelligence will play different weapons at different levels. Finally, their trained model
can balance different variables in different weapons and different layouts of levels.

4 Hobson’s Choice in Difficulty Curve

Agamewill have different levels of players.Middle-game difficulty or optional difficulty
can fit various players [2]. To be specific, a game asset can not only be performed well by
the hard-core player but also can be tried by new players. So the game assets will not be
wasted. Overwatch [12] shows a good example. A data website shows that many offense
heroes will be picked by different levels of players and the win rates are all around 50%.
Especially the hero Genji which has the highest pick rate in the middle-level players and
a slightly lower pick rate in the lowest and highest levels of players [13].

Besides, a study shows that players cannot go tomany high-level maps in some open-
world games. To be specific, an open-world game allows players to explore anywhere
they want. However, some enemies in high-level maps are too powerful to win. Finally,
players give up to explore these areas. One solution is shown in the Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the wild. Enemies are grown by players’ growth, nomatter where they are [14].
The difficulties of the game can be changed by the game itself and make the difficulties
fit players’ skills.

5 Conclusion

Game balance can be changed by micro perspective and macro perspective. From a
macro perspective, designers can change the basic game settings or add some special
mechanisms to make the game more balance. From a micro perspective, designers can
adjust different variables of different units, and keep the relationship of units counter-
ing each other to achieve game balance. Furthermore, artificial intelligence can help
designers to find the point that causes imbalance and balance in a complex system.

This essay is mainly for small groups and indie game developers. Besides, some
models of artificial intelligence from other groups cannot show too much in this essay.
The essay is great to balance games that have small systems but not enough for complex
systems.

With the games becoming more and more complex and rich, the systems of games
will be more and more complex and sensitive (a little imbalance can make the game
out of control). Using artificial intelligence to balance games will be more and more
important than before. However, it is hard for small groups and indie game developers
to develop artificial intelligence now. So the basic methods to balance games are also
significant for designers.
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